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“You will not be at a disadvantage”

Joonwoo Baik’18
“...who face disciplinary action
for peaceful protest will not be at
a disadvantage in the admissions
process.”
“We are proud to support all students for participating in peaceful
walkouts for gun control or other
causes, and we will not rescind
admissions decisions for students who do so regardless of any
school’s disciplinary policy.”

D

uring spring break, I received emails from multiple colleges regarding the
March for Our Lives- a student-led
demonstration in support of tighter gun control. All of them delivered one clear message: Applicants
will not face any disadvantages for

disciplinary actions caused by participating in the march or a similar
protest. The recent school shooting
at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High
School in Florida by 17 year-old Nikolas Cruz showed that gun violence
should be terminated by any means
necessary. Other students, including the survivors, from the school
quickly organized the march and
argued that tighter gun control and
regulation is necessary. The event
turned out to be very successful.
There were over 450 marches just
in the USA and more than one million people participated, setting the
record as one of the biggest youth
protests since the Vietnam War.
I was very impressed that students
of my age organized such a meaningful and pivotal event. The size
of the event demonstrated that gun
control is not an issue we can sim-

be penalized with Saturday morning study hall or clipboarding. Yet
sometimes, fighting for what you
believe in requires you to risk more
than a sleep in. During the colonization era, the founding fathers and
Americans risked their lives, and
for this, the second amendment was
created --to protect citizens from
a tyrannical government. During
the Civil Rights movement in the
1960s, many protesters spent time
in jail fighting for social justice and
equality. They did not have any
greater leverage on their back, tellply shove under the rug. Yet, the ing them it is okay and they will not
emails from colleges prompted me be at a “disadvantage.” Instead, they
to ask myself: When the law defies alone endured the consequencwhat I believe in, what should I do? es of their behaviors. To them, the
importance and nobility of their
It seems like colleges want us to cause outweighed their fear of loss.
stand up for what we believe in, Such a strong resolution to fight
even at risk of consequences. For contributed to the successful outsome students, that email could come, without which the protest of
have significantly affected their our generation might prove futile.
decision to join the protest. It is
great of the colleges which sent I am glad colleges are not penalizsuch emails to help students ex- ing rightful students who decided
press their voice and be an active to stand up for what they believe
member of our democratic society. in. But more importantly, I respect
Yet I am concerned that this will the students who decided to join
give false impressions to students. the march even before the colleges
made those statements. Their courThe worst punishment high school age to battle for changes should
students who participated in March be looked upon, and I hope that
for Our Lives could have faced my peers and I would have
was a disciplinary action at their the same courage and attitude
school. At Govs, if a student miss- when we face similar struggles.
es class for any reason, they would

Soup’s On!

E

(From left to right, Alex Sterchele’18, Ji Soo Park’18, and Rose Robinson’20)

ach Family Weekend, Ms. Okula and ceramics students sell their elegant
ceramics pieces to raise money for Cor Unum, a soup kitchen in Lawrence,
MA. From 2012 to 2018, we have raised $23, 865 through Soup’s On. This
year, Ji Soo Park, Rose Robinson and Alexandra Sterchele raised $3,555 selling
ceramic work.

None of the Above
Jeremiah Mackin-Alonzi ’18

T

he debate about standardized tests is divisive, as there
exist compelling arguments
both for and against their necessity
in the American education system.
However, I believe the cons of standardized tests outweigh the pros.
In addition to causing excessive
stress, I believe standardized tests
scores reflect takers’ intelligence or
aptitude less accurately than school
grades, and therefore I deem them
unnecessary.
Standardized tests are a source of
great anxiety for many students. Stu-

dents enrolled in Advanced Placement courses, classes specifically
dedicated to preparing students for
the end-of-the-year AP exam, feel
pressure to perform well or else
the yearlong effort might not feel
worthwhile. The SAT and ACT, college aptitude tests taken by juniors
and seniors, are similarly stressful.
Although many colleges claim to
employ holistic admissions (assessing equally a student’s high school
grades, standardized tests, activities
and attributes, etc.) the impact that
SAT or ACT scores have on one’s
chances of admission can unfortunately be significant. Not wanting
to ruin their chances of being admitted to their dream school, students feel much pressure to perform

well on the test. Students lose sleep
in the nights preceding tests like the
APs or SATs due to their great stress
and nervous anticipation. Despite
subsiding upon completion of the
test, the stress can have ramifications on one’s health, manifesting itself in physical symptoms like headaches, stomach pain, or insomnia.
Given the stakes, standardized tests
cause much more stress than regular school tests, and I don’t believe
the stress is worth the payoff.
Standardized tests provide less accurate predictions for a student’s
aptitude, or ability to perform, than
student’s academic grades, and
therefore aren’t necessary. Standardized test scores result from a
small data pool -- often less than
60 questions are dedicated per section. The small data sample makes
standardized test scores susceptible
to be greatly influenced by chance.
School grades, on the other hand,
reflect hundreds of assignments,
more accurately zeroing in on a student’s true average ability. School
work also covers a broader range
of topics than the basic reading and
mathematics covered by tests like
the SAT, and so more accurately reflect the true aptitude of a student.

Questions in a standardized test
are completed in one sitting, and
therefore a student’s performance
can be heavily impacted if they are
in an abnormal state -- ill, upset,
etc., and their score would not reflect the aptitude they possess in a
normal, healthy state. Lastly, school
grades reflect qualities not covered
by standardized tests that would be
relevant in assessing one’s aptitude
such as creativity or work ethic.
The amount of effort a student puts
forth into their work translates to
their school grades, while standardized test scores simply measure
raw intelligence or aptitude which
disregard work ethic. Additionally,
a creative or curious student may
channel their creativity in writing
assignments or science projects,
bolstering their academic grades,
while creativity is a virtually irrelevant skill in regards to standardized
testing. An accurate measure of aptitude would factor in a student’s ingenuity and curiosity.
All in all, I believe the downsides of
standardized testing outweigh the
upsides, and I hope one day we will
reconsider the use and emphasis on
standardized testing in our schools.

Shaping our own identities in an
age of political turmoil
A Reflection from reading 12 Rules for Life by Jordan Peterson
that Hillary Clinton held a huge
lead while Donald Trump actualn my Junior English class, my ly claimed the victory? How was it
teacher introduced us to the phi- possible that, while the feminist
losophy of dominant ideology, a movement raged on, Fifty Shades of
Marxist term denoting the attitudes, Grey became a bestseller? This last,
seek meaning in transforming this
beliefs and values shared by the ma- keen observation belongs to the
naturally hostile world into a more
jority of people in a given society. tenured professor Jordan Peterson
hospitable place. The whole strucWe also were taught about the third from the University of Toronto.
ture of his book centers on this bewave feminist movement, beginning
nevolent philosophy.
with the 77 cent to 1 dollar theory, a 12 Rules for Life, Peterson’s selflong-standing statistical abuse. Yet, help book based on literary, psyOne, however, should not see this
when I mentioned the difference in chological and political analysis has
book as purely pedagogic. This book
career preference and biology, my dominated the Amazon bestseller
sells because it is relevant; Peterson
classmates disagreed fiercely, and ranking for weeks. Raising a child
yields his fame through defending
my teacher concluded that my idea with rheumatoid arthritis, Peterson
free speech over political correctwas “outdated”. So, what exactly is believes firmly that life is suffering.
ness, and his critiques of the gender
the dominant ideology, at least in But rather than boldly protesting
pay gap theory. With his gifted rhethigh school and universities where on the street, marching toward the
oric, Peterson undermines the augender and racial studies are taught, White House, or indulging in althority of communists and PC culbut not conservative study? The an- cohol, he advocates little changes
in our own behaviors. It’s easy, in ture subtly. Now, his bestseller will
swer should be clear.
his opinion, to spiral downwards, further push his ideal — that behaviors have consequences, the agThe fundamentals of psychology though one might also spiral upgregate of which makes a person an
reveal that our consciousness fre- wards through vigilance and disciindividual. Modern Western capiquently differs from our subcon- pline by giving up on identity politalist society gives people freedom
scious desires. Thus, I can’t help tics and disregarding the illusion of
to make their decisions, bear the
thinking of dominant ideology as oppression that lacks evidence. This
consequence, and exchange what
the underlying barrier that keeps us existentialist renaissance will prove
is valuable to others to make themfrom reaching our true inner self— no simple task since many depend
selves feel slightly less miserable.
something society members con- on group identity for authenticiIt allows people to struggle up or
sciously accept but subconsciously ty, or meaning, in life. But identity
slide down the social ladder under a
rebel from. This might explain the doesn’t come with self-realization,
relatively fair contract. The alternarecent bewilderment in Ameri- so, for those frivolous individuals,
tive, the blind wish of equality and
can society. Why did all polls show Peterson suggests that they should
fairness, almost inevitably leads to

I

Jin Zhu ’18

destruction, since those few people
who earn the most are usually the
most effective producers. By removing or silencing the most competent
and resourceful individuals from
our society, we might discontinue
humanity.
It must be for this reason that Jordan Peterson defends his freedom
of speech, scribbles down his otherwise not-perfectly-organized book,
and sends it to the public, before
democratic Canada becomes too extreme to tolerate words from a conservative. Fortunately, his effort and
conscientiousness are not ignored.
The immediate popularity of a book
written by this heretofore obscure
professor reveals that the hope of
reason and knowledge still resides
in people’s subconscious. For many,
especially for students at the University of Toronto who have recently voted him as one of the three life
changing professors, Jordan Peterson has become a shepherd between
one’s adamant consciousness and
skeptical subconscious.

